
DIRECT WRITING ASSESSMENT PROMPTS

statewide assessments of writing achievement. We Direct Writing Assessment will also assess the var- write prompts,
scoring guides, and writing guides.

Describe it. The foundational structure should be a flexible model that students can use to adjust to the form
demanded by the writing prompt. How are you different from them? What causes racism? What genre would
it be? Give students practice in revising unspecific writing and writing without transitions. We all need to let
scraggly emotions run free in our prose sometimes. This wave began to consider an expanded definition of
validity that includes how portfolio assessment contributes to learning and teaching. Model and have students
practice writing specificity. So many students routinely skip this step and jump into the essay itself. Graders
are trained to read the thesis statement carefully, skim for main points or arguments, search for evidence to
back each up, and quickly read conclusions. Do you believe in luck? Direct writing assessments, like the timed
essay test, require at least one sample of student writing and are viewed by many writing assessment scholars
as more valid than indirect tests because they are assessing actual samples of writing. However, as more and
more students were placed into courses based on their standardized testing scores, writing teachers began to
notice a conflict between what students were being tested onâ€” grammar , usage , and vocabulary â€”and
what the teachers were actually teachingâ€” writing process and revision. Practice on-demand writing under
loosely timed with instructional interruptions and strictly timed no teacher interruptions conditions. What are
examples of things you want versus things you need? Manage the stress levels and motivate your students for
success. Portfolios enable assessors to examine multiple samples of student writing and multiple drafts of a
single essay. Write a powerfully supportive email to yourself 10 years from now. Get the best of Edutopia in
your inbox each week. What is something scary that you would like to try? Should we fear failure? For
example, seventh grade students in California are potentially assessed on these writing applications: narrative,
response to literature essay, summary, and persuasive essay. Teaching Essay Strategies. In other words,
success with each component of the on-demand writing process will lead to success with the assessment.
Teach students to focus on their audience. Keep the instructional focus positive when working with
on-demand writing. The first wave of writing assessment sought objective tests with indirect measures of
assessment.


